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The recent development of multiple single neuron re-
cording techniques has facilitated real-time monitoring
of ensemble neuronal activities, providing valuable in-Summary
sights into the neural basis of various brain functions
(e.g., Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Jog et al., 1999;Some neurons (delay cells) in the prefrontal cortex
Laubach et al., 2000). Few studies have examined neu-elevate their activities throughout the time period dur-
ronal ensemble activities in the PFC, however (Changing which the animal is required to remember past
et al., 2000). Ensemble recording would be particularlyevents and prepare future behavior, suggesting that
valuable in elucidating neural mechanisms of PFC func-working memory is mediated by continuous neural
tions, because the following factors make reconstruc-activity. It is unknown, however, how working memory
tion of PFC neural network activity based on repeatedis represented within a population of prefrontal corti-
recordings difficult. First, no precise functional map,cal neurons. We recorded from neuronal ensembles
such as that found in sensory or motor cortices, hasin the prefrontal cortex as rats learned a new delayed
been established in the PFC except the eye movementalternation task. Ensemble activities changed in paral-
direction map in the frontal eye field (Bruce et al., 1985).lel with behavioral learning so that they increasingly
Second, PFC can be regarded as the highest order asso-allowed correct decoding of previous and future goal
ciation cortex, and accordingly, its neural correlates arechoices. In well-trained rats, considerable decoding
less clearly understood compared to those in sensorywas possible based on only a few neurons and after
or motor cortices. Regarding working memory, neuralremoving continuously active delay cells. These re-
dynamics during the delay period appear to be moresults show that neural activity in the prefrontal cortex
complicated than simple reverberation for the mainte-changes dynamically during new task learning so that
nance of RM (Fuster, 1997; Miller, 1999). Third, dis-working memory is robustly represented and that
charges of PFC neurons are not independent but signifi-working memory can be mediated by sequential acti-
cantly correlated (Jung et al., 2000; Constantinidis andvation of different neural populations.
Goldman-Rakic, 2002). These characteristics limit sig-
nificance of such analyses as reconstruction of popula-Introduction
tion vectors based on successfully recorded unit activi-
ties (Georgopoulos et al., 1986). In this situation,
Working memory refers to the short-lasting memory
functional interpretation of unit data would be greatly
buffer of the brain that represents the current content of facilitated by monitoring activities of a large number of
ongoing conscious mental operations (Baddeley, 1986). neurons simultaneously. Ensemble recording is advan-
Delay tasks, such as delayed response and delayed tageous in another respect; it permits obtaining a large
alternation tasks, have been widely used for the study amount of unit data. This facilitates investigation of neu-
of working memory. An essential nature of these tasks ral dynamics in the course of learning a new task, which
is the temporal gap (delay period) between a sensory would be difficult with conventional recording tech-
cue (or previous response) and a subsequent behavioral niques.
response, during which a retrospective memory (RM) of In the present study, we recorded from multiple single
the presented cue (or previous response) or a prospec- neurons in rat medial PFC (mPFC) in the course of learn-
tive memory (PM) of the future behavioral choice should ing a new delayed alternation task, in order to obtain
be maintained in order to yield a correct response. Be- insights into the dynamics of population code for work-
havioral studies have shown that damage in the prefron- ing memory. Part of the present study has been pre-
tal cortex (PFC) impairs performance in these tasks sented previously in abstract form (Baeg et al., 2002,
across various mammalian species (Kolb, 1990; Fuster, Soc. Neurosci., abstract 27, Program No. 677.19).
1997), indicating that the PFC plays an essential role
in working memory. Physiological studies have found Results
neurons in the PFC with elevated activities throughout
the delay period (delay cells) (Fuster and Alexander, Animal Behavior
Multiple single units were recorded from prelimbic and
infralimbic cortices as rats (n  5) were trained to alter-*Correspondence: min@ajou.ac.kr
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contained nondivergent animal trajectories. Thus, the
portion of the maze that corresponds to the delay period
was different for each behavioral session. If the delay
period was determined properly across different behav-
ioral sessions, then the degree of PG- or FG-dependent
trajectory divergence should be maintained similarly in
the course of training. This was examined by calculating
pixel-by-pixel correlations (pixel size: 0.18  0.18 cm)
between the left and right PG-associated occupancy
distribution maps of the delay period (data not shown
for FG; similar results were obtained). As shown in Figure
1E, the levels of PG-dependent trajectory divergence
were maintained similarly across the 8 days of training.
A regression analysis indicated that the slope of the
curve in Figure 1E was not significantly different from
0 (p  0.05). Moreover, the animal spent the majority
(84.8% 0.3%) of time during the delay period consum-
ing water reward at an identical location (the central
reward location), regardless of where the animal had
come from (PG) or where it was going (FG). It is therefore
unlikely that PG- or FG-dependent difference in the
movement trajectory played a significant role in future
goal choice behavior of the animals.
The length of delay was not significantly different de-
pending on PG or FG in most sessions (unpaired Stu-
dent’s t test, p  0.05; 31 out of 36 sessions for both
Figure 1. Animal Behavior PG and FG), and the velocity (calculated excluding the
(A) Spatial delayed alternation task on a figure 8-shaped maze. reward consumption period) of the animals during the
The arrows indicate movement directions of the animal. Rats were delay period was not significantly different depending
rewarded on the two goal locations () and at the center () after on PG or FG, either, in the majority of cases (unpaired
a correct goal choice.
Student’s t test, p  0.05; 25 and 23 out of 36 sessions(B) Behavioral performance. The percentage of correct goal choice
for PG and FG, respectively). Moreover, the animalsand the speed of the animal were enhanced as training progressed.
stopped completely at the beginning of the delay period(C and D) Examples of movement trajectory on day 1 (C) and day
8 (D). The trajectory was divergent on the lower and upper ends on to obtain water reward. Thus, there was no systematic
the central section of the maze depending on PG and FG, respec- difference in the length of delay or animal velocity de-
tively. Only the portion of the central section that contained nondi- pending on PG or FG. We were unable to detect any
vergent trajectories was used as the delay period.
other type of behavior during the delay period that dif-(E) PG-dependent divergence in movement trajectory in the course
fered depending on PG or FG. The animal spent mostof training. The ordinate indicates pixel-by-pixel correlations be-
of the delay duration consuming water reward at thetween the left and right PG-associated occupancy distribution maps
of the delay period. central reward location across different trials; i.e., the
animal behavior during the delay period was largely ho-
mogeneous regardless of PG or FG.
nate two spatial locations to obtain a water reward on
a figure 8-shaped maze (Figure 1A). The rats learned Neural Activity Changes during New Task Learning
the task rapidly, improving from 47.5%  6.8% to We recorded from a total of 425 units from 5 rats. The
92.6%  3.2% correct choice over 8 days of training. units were recorded with variable stability (1–8 days of
Improvement was especially rapid across days 1 and 2. consecutive recordings), so that different unit popula-
Also, as training progressed, the overall speed of the tions were recorded in an overlapping manner across 8
rat increased (Figure 1B), and the movement trajectory days. Of all recorded units, we included in the analysis
changed. Figure 1 shows two examples of cumulative only those that emitted at least 100 spikes during the
animal trajectories in an early (day 1) and late (day 8) delay period across all trials. A total of 376 units (daily
phase of training. As shown, the animal frequently made average of 10.4  1.0 per rat, range of 2–25 units) were
large lateral head movements on day 1 (Figure 1C). This included in the analysis. The overall mean firing rate of
behavior rapidly disappeared as training progressed the analyzed units was 7.2  0.5 Hz. An example that
(Figure 1D). In addition, as the rat exited the central shows changes in unit activity throughout 8 days of
section of the maze to approach either reward location, training is shown in Figure 2A. As shown, unit activity
the animal trajectory diverged earlier (i.e., at a lower during the delay period increased in a manner depen-
location) as training progressed. dent upon the goal choice as training progressed. Note
The central section of the maze was meant to serve that goal choice-dependent delay activity first appeared
as the delay period. Because the lower and upper por- toward the end of training on day 1 and firing rate during
tions of the central section contained divergent trajecto- the delay period increased over the first few days. Thirty-
ries depending on the previous goal choice (PG) and eight units (10.1% of all analyzed units) maintained con-
future goal choice (FG), respectively, we included in the tinuously elevated activity throughout the delay period
dependent upon PG as shown in Figure 2A (see below).delay period only the portion of the central section that
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Figure 2. Changes in Single Neuron Activity during Learning
(A) Activity of a unit that was recorded for 8 consecutive days. Each spatial firing rate map shows the spatial distribution of the firing rate.
Red indicates maximum firing rate (5 Hz). Two spike rasters in each day show unit activities during the delay period that were divided based
on PG. Each line is a separate trial, and each tick mark indicates a spike. Trials were aligned relative to the beginning of delay period (time
0). The end of the delay period is indicated as red triangles on the right.
(B and C) Changes in Ib and Zw are shown over the course of learning for PG and FG.
(D) Changes in the level of PG and FG decoding from single neuron activity.
Initially, we analyzed changes in single neuron activity suggest that mPFC neural activity conveyed greater
amounts of information about PG and FG as the animalsduring the delay period over the course of training. The
index of biased firing (Ib) over 8 days of training showed learned the task. This was examined by assessing how
accurately PG or FG could be decoded from neuronaldifferent patterns of change for PG and FG. Ib for PG
was relatively high as early as on day 1 and it increased activity during the delay period. The Bayesian method
showed improvement in decoding PG as well as FGonly slowly, whereas Ib for FG was initially low, but in-
creased rapidly over the course of training (Figure 2B). over the time course of learning. A regression analysis
indicated that the slopes of both decoding curves wereA regression analysis indicated that the slope of Ib curve
for FG was significantly positive (p  0.001) whereas significantly positive (p  0.001 for both). The improve-
ment reached 64.9% 2.9% and 62.6% 2.7% correctthat for PG was not significantly different from 0 (p 
0.05), indicating that PFC units showed substantial de- decoding of PG and FG, respectively, on day 8 (n  38
units; Figure 2D), indicating that single mPFC neurons,grees of PG-dependent firing from the early phase of
training. On the other hand, normalized rank sum value on average, allow well-above chance prediction of PG
and FG.(Zw) for both PG and FG changed so that unit firing was
more biased depending on the goal choice as training Next, we analyzed neuronal ensemble activities of the
delay period in relation to behavior. Two different decod-progressed (Figure 2C). A regression analysis indicated
that the slopes of both Zw curves were significantly nega- ing methods, the template-matching and Bayesian
methods, showed improvement in decoding PG as welltive (p  0.001 for both). These changes in Ib and Zw
Neuron
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Figure 3. Changes in Neuronal Ensemble Activity during Learning
(A) Goal choice decoding based on neuronal ensemble activity of the entire delay period. Decoding results based on the Bayesian (left) and
template-matching (right) protocols are shown for the previous (PG) and future goal choice (FG).
(B) Relationship between behavioral performance and goal choice decoding. The solid lines are results of a linear regression. Correlation
coefficients (r ) are indicated.
(C–E) Decoding was based on those sessions with similar delay durations across different goal choices (C), with correlation coefficients larger
than 0.5 between left and right goal-associated occupancy distribution maps of the delay period (D), or with similar PG- or FG-dependent
running velocity during the delay period (E).
(F) Goal choice decoding with the assumption of Poisson distribution (left) and multivariate Gaussian distribution (right) of unit activity. Note
that the Bayesian method was used in both cases.
(G and H) Goal choice decoding based on the early and late delay period.
as FG from neuronal ensemble activity over the time the delay period, albeit small, can account for the im-
provement in goal choice decoding. We first examinedcourse of learning (Figure 3A). A regression analysis
indicated that the slopes of the goal choice decoding the potential role of variations in the delay duration. We
examined goal choice decoding based only on thosecurves were significantly positive in all cases (Bayesian-
PG, p 0.01; Bayesian-FG, p 0.001; template match- sessions that had similar delay durations across differ-
ent goal choices (31 out of 36 sessions for both PG anding-PG, p  0.001; template matching-FG, p  0.001).
The improvement in goal choice decoding was signifi- FG). As shown in Figure 3C, goal choice decoding was
improved over the course of training, as in Figure 3A.cantly and positively correlated with improvement in
behavioral performance (i.e., percentage of correct goal The slopes of the goal choice decoding curves were
significantly positive in all cases (regression analysis;choice; Figure 3B; p  0.01 and p  0.001 for PG and
FG decoding with the Bayesian method, respectively; Bayesian-PG, p 0.05; Bayesian-FG, p 0.01; template
matching-PG, p  0.01; template matching-FG, p p  0.01 and p  0.001 for PG and FG decoding with
the template-matching method, respectively). 0.01). Second, to examine the role of variations in the
movement trajectory, we selected only those sessionsIn the following, we addressed the possibility that PG-
or FG-dependent variations in animal behavior during with correlation coefficients between left and right goal-
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associated occupancy distribution maps of the delay respectively, on day 8) were not significantly different
period larger than 0.5 (23 out of 36 sessions for both from those shown in Figure 3A (independent samples
PG and FG). Again, goal choice decoding was similarly Student’s t test, p  0.05 for both PG and FG compari-
improved over the course of training. The slopes of the sons). The use of the multivariate Gaussian distribution
goal choice decoding curves were significantly positive did not improve goal choice decoding from neuronal
in all but one case (Figure 3D; regression analysis; ensemble activities in 1 s time windows either (data
Bayesian-PG, p 0.05; Bayesian-FG, p 0.05; template not shown). Furthermore, goal choice decoding with
matching-PG, p  0.01; template matching-FG, p  multivariate Gaussian distribution, after destroying tem-
0.05). Moreover, no significant correlation was observed poral relationships among simultaneously recorded
between the level of correlation in occupancy distribu- units by random shuffling of trials, yielded similar levels
tion and the level of PG or FG decoding (regardless of decoding, as shown in Figure 3F (data not shown).
of Bayesian or template-matching protocol; data not Thus, correlated neuronal discharges did not contribute
shown). Third, to examine the role of variations in run- much to goal choice decoding at the time scale 1 s.
ning speed, we selected only those sessions with similar We therefore employed the assumption of independent
PG- or FG-dependent running velocity during the delay Gaussian distribution of unit activity in the subsequent
period (excluding reward consumption period) and ex- decoding analyses.
amined goal choice decoding (25 and 23 out of 36 ses- Because previous studies in monkey PFC suggest
sions for PG and FG, respectively). As shown in Figure temporally distinct representations of RM and PM within
3E, goal choice decoding was similarly improved over the delay period (Rainer et al., 1999; Takeda and Funa-
the time course of training. The slopes of the goal choice hashi, 2002), we separately analyzed neuronal ensemble
decoding curves were significantly positive in all but data from the initial and last 1 s of the delay period.
one case (regression analysis; Bayesian-PG, p  0.05; After excluding those units that emitted less than 100
Bayesian-FG, p 0.05; template matching-PG, p 0.05; spikes during the selected time periods of the delay
template matching-FG, p  0.001). No significant im- across all trials, 252 and 254 neurons (daily average:
provement in PG decoding (the Bayesian method) is 7.2  0.4 and 7.3  0.5 per rat) were included in the
probably attributable to neural activity in the early delay analyses for the early and late delay period, respectively.
period that conveyed a substantial amount of informa- The overall mean firing rates of the analyzed units were
tion about PG in the early phase of training (see below). 9.8  0.5 and 13.0  0.7 Hz, respectively. Neuronal
Combined, these analysis results further corroborate ensemble activity in the early delay period allowed a
the possibility that goal choice decoding improved as relatively high level (75% correct) of PG decoding even
training progressed not because of time-dependent on day 1, and it increased only slowly over the course
changes in animal behavior but because of changes in of learning. On the other hand, decoding of FG was
neural activity that conveyed progressively more infor- closer to chance level on day 1 and increased more
mation about PG and FG. rapidly (Figure 3G). A regression analysis indicated that
In order to compare our results with the previous stud- the slopes of the FG decoding curves were significantly
ies that employed different assumptions about the prob- positive (Bayesian: p  0.01; template matching: p 
ability of unit discharge, we examined goal choice de- 0.01) but those of the PG decoding curves were not
coding based on spike count data with the assumption significantly different from 0 (p  0.05). Also, significant
that each spike train is an independent Poisson process differences between PG and FG decoding were ob-
(Zhang et al., 1998). For this, we did not normalize spike served on day 1 for both the template and Bayesian
counts relative to the length of delay. Instead, we only methods (paired Student’s t test, p  0.05 for both).
included those sessions (31 out of 36 for both PG and Regarding the late delay period (Figure 3H), the slopes
FG) in which delay durations were similar between left of the goal choice decoding curves were significantly
versus right goal-associated trials. Goal choice decod-
positive in all cases (Bayesian-PG, p 0.001; Bayesian-
ing was improved over the course of training (Figure 3F,
FG, p  0.001; template matching-PG, p  0.01; tem-
left) as was the case of firing rate-based decoding (using
plate matching-FG, p  0.05). No significant differenceGaussian distribution), shown in Figure 3A. The slopes
was observed between PG and FG decoding on day 1of both goal choice decoding curves were significantly
for the late or entire delay period (paired Student’s tpositive (regression analysis; PG, p  0.01; FG, p 
test, p  0.05 for all measures). These results indicate0.001). The maximum levels of decoding on day 8 were
that information about PG (i.e., RM) existed in the earlysimilar to those shown in Figure 3A (PG, 90.4%  2.3%
delay period even on day 1 but that information was notand 92.4%  1.8% for Gaussian and Poisson distribu-
maintained across the entire delay period. As learningtion, respectively; independent samples Student’s t test,
progressed, however, neuronal ensemble activity acrossp  0.05; FG, 90.4%  3.7% and 91.7%  2.6% for
the entire delay period increasingly conveyed informa-Gaussian and Poisson distribution, respectively; inde-
tion about both PG and FG.pendent-samples Student’s t test, p  0.05). In pilot
studies, we explored multivariate Gaussian distribution
Comparison between Correct and Error Trialsof unit firing, which takes neuronal interactions into ac-
It is difficult to distinguish whether neural activity duringcount (Oram et al., 1998). As shown in Figure 3F, the
the delay period represents RM of PG or PM for FGlevel of goal choice decoding improved over training
in well-trained rats because the information about PGdays. The slopes of both goal choice decoding curves
allows decoding of FG and vice versa as behavioralwere significantly positive (regression analysis; PG, p
performance improves. This problem is avoided if we0.01; FG, p  0.01). The maximum levels of decoding
(80.5%  9.9% and 75.5%  8.5% for PG and FG, select only error trials (consecutive visits to the same
Neuron
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Figure 5. Comparison between Correct and Error Trials
Figure 4. Neuronal Ensemble Activities in Error Trials Allow Decod-
(A) Correlations of neuronal ensemble activity among correct anding of PG
error trials with the same or opposite PG.
(A and B) Decoding of PG and FG from neuronal ensemble activity
(B) Normalized distances of neuronal ensemble activity across cor-
during the early, late, and entire delay period in error trials are shown
rect and error trials with the same or opposite PG.
for the late (days 5–8) phase of training.
trials, then neural activities in correct trials would begoal) in the test phase (training phase consists of mostly
similar to those in error trials with the same PG. Conse-correct trials). Because the animals committed fewer
quently, correct-correct correlation (distance) would beerrors as training progressed, we combined the data
similar to error-correct correlation (distance) with thebetween days 5 and 8 (comprising 86% correct and
same PG. Otherwise, i.e., a different type of information14% error trials). Possible expected outcomes are de-
than RM was processed in correct trials, then neuralcoding of PG (RM), FG (PM), or neither (RM-PM associa-
activities in correct trials would be less similar to thosetion or failure to maintain either). Neuronal ensemble
in error trials. In this case, correct-correct correlationactivity in the early, late, and entire delay period allowed
(distance) would be greater (shorter) than error-correctbetter decoding of PG compared to decoding of FG
correlations (distances). As shown in Figure 5A, correct-(paired Student’s t test, p  0.05 for all comparisons;
correct correlation was similar to error-correct correla-n 17 sessions, 4.2 average errors per session; Figures
tion with the same PG but significantly higher than error-4A and 4B). Because the firing rate templates were con-
correct correlation with the opposite PG in the earlystructed based on mostly correct trials (86%) in well-
delay period (one-way ANOVA, p  0.001; post hoctrained animals, the levels of correct decoding of PG
Scheffe test, correct-correct correlation versus error-and FG based on error trials tended to be opposite.
correct correlation with the opposite PG, p  0.001;These results show that neural activity across the entire
error-correct correlation with the same PG versus error-delay period in error trials carried information about PG
correct correlation with the opposite PG, p  0.001).(RM) after enough training, indicating that the animals
Similarly, correct-correct distance was similar to error-did not commit errors because of simple forgetting of PG
correct distance with the same PG but significantlyduring the delay period. Consistent with this possibility,
shorter than error-correct distance with the oppositeneural activity was similar between error and correct
PG (one-way ANOVA, p  0.001; post hoc Scheffe test,trials during the initial (10.2  0.4 versus 9.8  0.4 Hz,
correct-correct distance versus error-correct distancepaired Student’s t test, p  0.05) as well as the last 1 s
with the opposite PG, p  0.01; error-correct distanceof the delay period (13.2  0.6 versus 13.0  0.5 Hz,
with the same PG versus error-correct distance withpaired Student’s t test, p  0.05).
the opposite PG, p  0.01; Figure 5B), suggesting thatTo obtain insights into the nature of information con-
similar information (PG) was processed across error andveyed in correct trials, we compared neuronal activity
correct trials in the early delay period. In the late delaybetween correct and error trials in the early and late
period, correct-correct correlation was higher than er-delay period. All trials were divided into four groups,
ror-correct correlations, but this difference was not sta-depending on the combination of PG and FG (LR, LL,
tistically significant (one-way ANOVA, p  0.05; FigureRL, and RR). Then, as many correct trials (LR and RL)
5A). However, correct-correct distance was significantlyas the number of error trials (LL and RR, respectively)
shorter than both types of error-correct distance (one-were randomly selected, and correlations were mea-
way ANOVA, p  0.001; post hoc Scheffe test, correct-sured between the selected and remaining correct trials
correct distance versus error-correct distance with the(correct-correct correlation; LR versus LR and RL versus
same PG, p  0.001; correct-correct distance versusRL), between error trials and the remaining correct trials
error-correct distance with the opposite PG, p  0.001;with the same PG (error-correct correlation with the
Figure 5B). These results show that neuronal activitiessame PG; RR versus RL and LL versus LR), and between
are similar between error and correct trials with the sameerror trials and the remaining correct trials with the oppo-
PG in the early delay period but somewhat differentsite PG (error-correct correlation with the opposite PG;
between error and correct trials in the late delay period.RR versus LR and LL versus RL). All correlation coeffi-
cients were converted to Fisher’s z for normalization in
this analysis (Rosner, 1995). We also measured normal- Size of Neural Population
To assess the relationship between the number of unitsized Euclidian distances in neuronal ensemble activities
among these groups, using a discriminant analysis. If a in the ensemble and the level of correct goal decoding,
the number of units was systematically reduced. Wegiven portion of the delay period (e.g., the early delay
period) carried information about PG (RM) as in error used the data from days 5–8 for this analysis. For each
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the middle of the delay period was contaminated by
neural activities outside the delay period. Nevertheless,
the level of goal choice decoding was similar with and
without continuous DDCs at most time steps. This is
because activities of noncontinuous DDCs were distrib-
uted throughout the delay period so that each time win-
dow contained some of them. Figure 7E shows an exam-
ple of simultaneously recorded unit responses during
the delay period, excluding continuous DDCs.
The above result could be contaminated from continu-
Figure 6. Cell Number and Goal Choice Decoding ous DDCs that were spuriously classified as noncon-
(A and B) The relationship between the number of cells and neuronal tinuous DDCs according to our criteria. To avoid such
ensemble-based decoding of PG or FG in well-trained rats (days possibility, we visually examined all noncontinuous
5–8).
DDCs recorded on day 5. No case of subjectively appar-
ent “continuous DDC” was detected. We also changed
the definition of continuous DDCs so that more unitsstep of cell number reduction, the corresponding num-
were classified as continuous DDCs (see Experimentalber of cells was randomly selected for omission. Correct
Procedures) and excluded newly defined continuousdecoding (based on the entire delay period) of PG and
DDCs (20% of day 5 unit data) from the neural popula-FG reached near maximal level (80%) with only four or
tion. Results from goal choice decoding with a movingfive neurons on average (Figures 6A and 6B). These
box of 1 s time window are shown in Figures 7F andresults demonstrate that a small subset of mPFC neu-
7G. As shown, neuronal ensemble activity without newlyrons conveyed a large amount of information about PG
defined continuous DDCs allowed significant decodingand FG.
of PG across the entire delay period, albeit at lower
levels than control at some time steps with the template-Decoding without Continuous Delay Cells
matching protocol. These results indicate that the main-A number of units exhibited different levels of activity
tenance of working memory by a group of noncontinu-depending on PG or FG during the delay period in well-
ous DDCs is not because of spurious classification oftrained rats (differential delay cells, DDCs). Some of the
continuous DDCs as noncontinuous DDCs.differential neurons maintained PG-specific activities
throughout the entire delay period (continuous DDCs,
Temporal and Positional ReliabilityFigure 7A). Thirty-eight of 376 neurons (10.1%) were
of Unit Dischargedetermined to be continuous DDCs. Other neurons
In order to determine whether unit activities are associ-maintained PG-specific activities only during a certain
ated with time of delay or position on the maze, wepart of the delay period (noncontinuous DDCs, Figure
compared variations of neural activity in the temporal7B). Eighty neurons (21.3%) fell into this category. Al-
and spatial domains. Because we were interested inthough the role of continuous delay cells in working
temporal and positional variations of spike trains acrossmemory has been emphasized (see Introduction), a pop-
trials, rather than those of individual spikes within aulation of noncontinuous DDCs may mediate working
spike train, the time and position of a spike train (meanmemory as well, based on sequential activation (“relay
spike time and position of all spikes in the delay period)race”) (Batuev et al., 1980). We investigated this possibil-
relative to the beginning of delay were first determinedity by testing PG decoding excluding continuous DDCs.
for each trial and then SDs of time and positions of spikeWe only show here PG decoding results, but similar
trains across all trials were computed. For comparison,results were obtained with the analyses concerning FG
the time and positions of spikes were normalized relativedecoding (data not shown). Because average duration
to the mean duration and distance of the delay period ofof the delay was short (3.2  0.2 s) on day 8, we chose
a given session. Figure 8 shows temporal and positionalday 5 data for this analysis (average delay duration:
variations of the delay period spike trains of all neurons.5.1 0.3 s). Decoding was based on neuronal ensemble
Most points were found below the 45 line (toward theactivity within a 1 s time window that moved at 50 ms
temporal domain), indicating that the variation in thetime steps. Because the average delay duration was
temporal domain tended to be higher than in the spatial5 s, we moved the window up to 1.5 s forward from
domain. The average SDs of time and position werethe beginning, and up to 1.5 s backward from the end
0.58  0.54 and 0.20  0.09 (n  376), respectively,of the delay period. Figures 7C and 7D shows PG decod-
which were significantly different (paired Student’s ting with and without continuous DDCs in these time
test, p  0.001). These results indicate that the positionwindows. As shown, neuronal ensemble activity without
on the maze is a more important factor than the time ofcontinuous DDCs (10% of day 5 unit data) allowed signif-
delay for mPFC unit discharge in the current task.icant decoding of PG across the entire delay period.
The level of correct decoding was reduced as the 1 s
time window moved toward the middle of the delay Discussion
period. This is because of variable delay durations
across different trials and dependence of unit discharge Development of Neural Representations
for Working Memoryupon position on the maze rather than time of delay
(Figure 8, see below). Also, because the delay duration Learning is an essential component of PFC functions.
In order for an animal to survive in an ever-changingwas shorter than 2.5 s in some trials, decoding toward
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Figure 7. Goal-Choice Decoding without Continuous DDCs
(A) A continuous DDC. This unit elevated its firing rate throughout the delay period after the left PG. Red vertical lines on the perievent time
histogram denote the beginning and the average end of the delay period. Spike rasters were constructed as in Figure 2.
(B) A noncontinuous DDC. This unit elevated its firing rate toward the end of the delay period after the right PG.
(C and D) Levels of PG decoding from neuronal ensemble activities with and without continuous DDCs are compared. Decoding was based
on a 1 s time window of neuronal ensemble activity that moved forward (indicated as “” on the abscissa) in 50 ms steps from the beginning
of the delay period (time 0; left) or backward (“” on the abscissa) from the end of the delay period (time 0; right). cDDC, decoding without
continuous DDCs.
(E) This example shows activities of simultaneously recorded PFC units that were divided based on PG, excluding continuous DDCs. Neurons
other than DDCs and noncontinuous DDCs are shown together. The abscissa and ordinate indicate time (time 0 denoting beginning of the
delay period) and unit number, respectively. Firing rates were calculated in 10 ms time bins and were smoothed using a Gaussian window
function with 	t  100 ms. Colors indicate firing rates that were normalized relative to the maximum firing rate of each neuron (minimum 1
Hz). Firing rates 80% or higher of the maximum firing rate are indicated in the same color (red). As shown, different noncontinuous DDCs
elevated firing rates in different parts of the delay period so that the unit population conveyed information about the PG across the entire
delay period.
(F and G) Levels of PG decoding from neuronal ensemble activities with and without more broadly defined continuous DDCs are compared.
Conventions are as in (C) and (D).
environment, it has to adaptively modify its behavior the course of learning a new delayed alternation task.
The results show that neuronal ensemble activities dur-according to environmental changes. As the PFC sub-
serves planning of future behavior (Fuster, 1997), the ing the delay period conveyed increasing amounts of
information about PG and FG as training progressed,PFC must adjust its activity according to changes in
environment so that the most appropriate behaviors are indicating that representations of working memory de-
velop in the PFC in parallel with behavioral learning. Ingenerated in a given situation. In this regard, one of the
well-known deficits that occurs following damage in the well-trained rats, less than 30 neurons allowed 90%
correct decoding of PG and FG. A previous study hasPFC is the inability of the animal to adapt to changes
in behavioral tasks (Fuster, 1997), and activities of PFC shown that discrimination of future lever choice is possi-
ble based on activities of 10 simultaneously recordedneurons are rapidly modified during learning (e.g., Rainer
and Miller, 2000; Baeg et al., 2001). We can expect from rat mPFC neurons during 1 s period prior to the lever
press behavior (Chang et al., 2000). One surprising resultthese studies that PFC population code for working
memory will change dynamically as the animal learns a of the present study was that only a few neurons (four
to five) permitted the near maximal level of goal choicenew working memory task. By using the multiple single
neuron recording technique in the present study, we decoding. At the single cell level, a PFC neuron allowed
better than 60% correct decoding of goal choice onwere able to record a large number of neurons at the
same time and keep track of neural activity change over average. These results indicate that, after learning,
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PFC neurons respond to specific sensory cues and
some to behavioral responses, suggesting that both RM
and PM are represented in the PFC (Niki and Watanabe,
1976; Quintana and Fuster, 1992; Funahashi et al., 1993).
The present study shows that neuronal activities carried
information about PG (RM) across the entire delay period
in error trials after enough training (Figure 4). It is there-
fore unlikely that the animals committed errors because
of simple forgetting of PG (i.e., failure to maintain RM)
during the delay period. Further analyses indicated that
neuronal activities were similar between error and cor-
rect trials that shared the same PG in the early delay
period, suggesting that information about PG (RM) was
conveyed in this period of correct trials. Because the
current template-matching method was based on com-Figure 8. Temporal and Positional Reliability of Unit Discharge
paring correlation coefficients, similar correct-correctThe scatter plot shows the distribution of temporal and positional
correlation with error-correct correlation with the samevariations of all analyzed units (n  376). Each point represents SDs
of time (abscissa) and position (ordinate) of spike trains since the PG (Figure 5A) indicates that correct and error trials are
beginning of delay across all trials for one neuron. Points below not different in decoding PG in the early delay period
(above) 45 line indicate larger (smaller) temporal than positional as long as the template-matching method is concerned.
variation. Not shown in this plot are 21 points that had temporal or
On the other hand, neuronal activities were differentpositional SD values larger than 1.0.
between correct and error trials in the late delay period.
It is possible that neuronal ensemble activity in the late
delay period of correct trials conveyed informationworking memory is robustly and redundantly repre-
about PG more faithfully than that in error trials, andsented among PFC neurons.
behavioral errors are attributable to insufficient mainte-The present results suggest that the PFC “learned”
nance of RM in the late delay period in error trials. Thisto maintain initially available working memory through-
is not very likely, because considerable decoding of PGout the entire delay period. Decoding of PG was possible
was possible from activities of less than 30 neurons ineven on day 1 in the early delay period, and, as training
the late delay period of error trials. If the entire mPFC isprogressed, correct decoding of PG and FG was possi-
concerned, the RM of PG would be much more faithfullyble across the entire delay period, indicating that initially
represented. These considerations lead to an alternativeavailable information about PG in the early delay period
possibility that RM was successfully transformed to PMbecame available throughout the entire delay period.
across the delay period in correct trials but not in errorWhat is the neural mechanism underlying the observed
trials, so that neural activity in the late delay period ofchanges in neural activity? The animals were rewarded
of correct trials largely conveyed information about FG.only after correct behavioral choices (alternation) in the
This possibility is consistent with previous studies thatpresent study (reinforcement learning; Sutton and Barto,
suggested transformation from retrospective to pro-1998). It is possible that, when a correct choice is made,
spective coding across the delay period in monkey PFCthe past sequence of neural activity gets reinforced so
(Rainer et al., 1999; Takeda and Funahashi, 2002). Thethat neural activity in the late delay period is associated
present results do not provide direct evidence for thiswith that in the early delay period. This will lead to a
possibility, however, because of the nature of the behav-gradual development of delay period neural activity that
ioral task employed (delayed alternation). Future workdifferentiates left versus right PG (and FG). This possibil-
employing an appropriately designed behavioral task isity is consistent with the “relay race” hypothesis of work-
needed to obtain more direct evidence.ing memory maintenance across the delay period
(Batuev et al., 1980). Alternatively, the animals may have
captured the “rule” of the task in an abrupt manner Maintenance of Working Memory
The precise neural mechanisms underlying maintenance(especially between days 1 and 2). In any case, consider-
ing that long-term potentiation and long-term depres- of working memory are not clear. Sustained neuronal
activity throughout the delay period based on synapticsion have been demonstrated in rat mPFC (Laroche et
al., 1990; Hirsch and Crepel, 1990; Herry et al., 1999; reverberation in a recurrent circuit has been proposed as
one possible mechanism (see Wang, 2001, for review).Gemmell and O’Mara, 2000; Kim et al., 2003), it is likely
that synaptic weight changes within the mPFC are at Recently, neurons in the entorhinal cortex were found
to sustain multiple levels of firing rates depending onleast partly responsible for the observed changes in
neural activity. input strengths without interactions with other neurons
(Egorov et al., 2002), raising the possibility that working
memory is maintained by single cell-based regenerativeConversion of Retrospective Memory
into Prospective Memory activities. On the other hand, Batuev et al. (1980) have
proposed that working memory is mediated by sequen-Some delay cells recorded in monkey PFC slowly de-
crease their activities, whereas others slowly increase tial activation of different neural populations (relay race).
In this case, each neuron does not have to maintaintheir activities during the delay period (Fuster, 1997).
In a task that allowed dissociation of neural correlates continuous neural activity throughout the delay period.
This type of neurons has been found in monkey PFCbetween sensory cues and behavioral choices, some
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PG or PM for FG should be maintained. Rats were rewarded at the(Batuev et al., 1979) and in the present study (noncontin-
center (, Figure 1A) after a correct goal choice. Only the portionuous DDCs). When we excluded continuous DDCs, the
of the central section that contained nondivergent trajectories wasremaining neurons conveyed information about PG and
used as the delay period. The duration of the delay period was 5.1
FG across the entire delay period, indicating that work- 0.2 s, and it decreased as learning progressed (9.4  0.9 s on day
ing memory can be mediated by sequential activation 1 and 3.2  0.3 s on day 8). Rats were trained over 29.0  1.6
complete trials (one complete trial consists of visiting both goals)of different neural populations. Continuous DDCs, which
per day. The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethicscomprise 10% of the analyzed units, may merely act
Review Committee for Animal Experimentation of Ajou University.as “summators” of noncontinuous DDC activities (Ba-
tuev et al., 1980). On the other hand, it is possible that
Unit Recording
continuous DDCs convey information independently A microdrive array (Neuro-hyperdrive, Kopf Instruments, Tujunga,
from noncontinuous DDCs. Multiple mechanisms may CA) was loaded with 12 tetrodes and implanted in the left or right
mPFC (2.7 mm A, 0.7 mm L from bregma) under deep anesthesiaoperate in parallel in the PFC for the maintenance of
with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg body weight). Tetrodes (Recceworking memory. Additional work is needed to clarify
and O’Keefe, 1989, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Wilson and McNaugh-this matter.
ton, 1993) were fabricated by twisting four strands of polyimide-Regarding factors that determine discharges of non-
insulated nichrome wires (H.P. Reid Co., Palm Coast, FL) together
continuous DDCs, the duration of the delay period varied and gently heated to fuse the insulation without short-circuiting the
from trial to trial in the present study. It is therefore wires (final overall diameter, 40 
m). The electrode tips were cut
and gold plated to reduce impedance to 0.3–0.6 M measured atunlikely that a group of neurons (i.e., noncontinuous
1 kHz. Following 7–10 days of recovery from surgery, tetrodes wereDDCs) was sequentially activated with fixed time delays.
gradually advanced to obtain unit signals. When multiple well-iso-Rather, it is more likely that activity of a neuron was
lated unit signals were obtained, unit recording and behavioral train-associated with a location on the maze (Jung et al.,
ing began simultaneously (day 1). Unit signals via a headstage of
1998). Indeed, activities of PFC units during the delay complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) operational am-
period were more consistent in the spatial than the tem- plifier (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ) were amplified 5000–10,000, filtered
between 0.6 and 6 kHz, digitized at 32 kHz, and stored on a SUN4uporal domain (Figure 8). If neuronal activity is associated
workstation using the Cheetah data acquisition system (Neuralynx).with a spatial location as well as previously active neu-
The head position of the animal was also recorded at 60 Hz byrons, its response could be similar to those of noncontin-
tracking an array of light-emitting diodes mounted on the headstage.uous DDCs. If we assume that an animal moves to a
When recordings were completed, small marker lesions were made,
location on the maze that corresponds to the beginning and recording locations were verified histologically.
of the delay period, then some noncontinuous DDCs
(population A) may elevate their activities at this location Analysis
Isolation of Single Unitsthat are differential depending upon discharges of a
Single units were isolated by projecting the four channel relativeparticular set of neurons at the previous location (i.e.,
amplitude data two dimensionally and manually applying bound-depending on PG). They may maintain their activities
aries to each subjectively apparent unit cluster using custom soft-
there by synaptic reverberation (Wang, 2001) or single ware (Xclust, M. Wilson). Spike width was also used as an additional
cell-based activity regeneration (Egorov et al., 2002). As spike waveform characteristic for unit isolation. To prevent potential
overlap of unit signals, only those pairs of unit clusters that werethe animal moves to a new location, a different set of
completely nonoverlapping in at least one of the two-dimensionalnoncontinuous DDCs (population B) may elevate their
projections of spike amplitude data were included in the analysis.activities that are differential depending upon the activi-
Index of Biased Firingties of population A, and neurons in population A cease
The index of biased firing (Ib) was calculated as follows:firing at the new location. Again, neurons in population
Ib  max f( g)/f(g),B maintain their activities by synaptic reverberation or
single cell-based activity regeneration. This process where f(g) denotes mean firing rate during the delay period associ-
may continue all the way across the delay period. In ated with either (left or right) goal choice (g). The function max finds
the value of g that maximizes the argument. The possible range ofother words, persistent neuronal activity over a short
Ib is between 0.5 and 1. As neural activity conveys more informationtime scale operates in parallel with sequential activation
about PG or FG, the firing rate of a neuron during the delay periodof different neural populations over a longer time scale
would be more biased toward either goal choice (Ib approaches 1).for the maintenance of working memory (Batuev et al.,
Normalized Rank Sum Value
1980), and spatial information provides a signal for activ- Ib measures the overall firing rate bias between two goal choices
ity transition among different neural populations. Future averaged across all trials. To assess trial-to-trial variations in relative
strengths of unit activity (i.e., firing rates) associated with eitherwork is needed to determine whether the mPFC indeed
goal choice, we calculated normalized rank sum value (Zw). Themaintains working memory in this manner in the cur-
procedure of obtaining Zw is part of Wilcoxon rank sum testrent task.
(Rosner, 1995).
Decoding of Goal ChoiceExperimental Procedures
The template-matching and Bayesian methods were used as de-
scribed previously (Zhang et al., 1998; Oram et al., 1998). The dataBehavioral Task
from the trials of a given day were divided into two halves, so thatThe behavioral task was a spatial delayed alternation task on a
the first and second halves served as the training and test phases,figure 8-shaped maze (Jung et al., 1998). The dimension of the maze
respectively. Then the average firing rates of all neurons in thewas 90  50 cm, and the width of the track was 9–13 cm. It was
training phase were obtained for each goal choice:elevated from the floor with 40 cm high walls along the entire track.
Five male Sprague-Dawley rats (9–13 weeks old) were trained to f(g)  (f1(g), f2(g), …, fN(g)),
alternate between two spatial locations (, Figure 1A) on the maze
to obtain water reward for 8 days. They were required to go through where g denotes goal choice (either left or right). Decoding of goal
choice was based on a firing rate vector of each trial in the testthe central section of the maze, regardless of PG. Thus, the central
section of the maze served as the delay period during which RM of phase:
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r  (r1, r2, …, rN). correct trials. Distances were averaged according to the same PG
(LL-LR and RR-RL) or opposite PG (LL-RL and RR-LR).
Various scaling methods can be used for the template-matching Differential Delay Cells
method. We used the following method, which is equivalent to com- We first determined the units that showed differential firing in the
paring Pearson’s correlation coefficients, because it yielded the delay period depending on PG. Firing rates during the delay period
best performance among various scaling methods we tested: of all trials were divided into two groups according to PG, and
they were compared with a Student’s t test. Those units with p
Decoded goal choice  max (ri r)(fi(g) f(g))√(ri  r)2 (fi(g)  f(g))2 values 0.01 were determined to be DDCs. Continuous DDCs werefurther selected from the DDCs with the following. Those trials that
were associated with preferential PG were selected and then eachwhere f(g) and r indicate the mean firing rates averaged over N
delay period of the selected trials was divided into four equal dura-neurons during training and test phases, respectively.
tions, and average firing rate was calculated for each duration acrossBayesian or probabilistic decoding was performed as follows:
all trials. If average firing rates of all four durations were higher than
Decoded goal choice  max P(g|r). the average firing rate during the time periods on the maze other
than the delay, the unit was considered as continuous DDCs. The
P(g|r) was calculated from the following formula of conditional prob- rest were determined to be noncontinuous DDCs. When examining
ability: the role of noncontinuous DDCs in maintaining working memory,
continuous DDCs were sometimes more broadly defined to excludeP(g|r)P(r)  P(r|g)P(g),
more units from the population. In such cases, those DDCs with
average firing rates of at least three delay durations (instead of four)where P(g) is the probability of goal choice by the animal and P(r|g)
exceeding the average firing rate in the other periods of time exceptis the probability for the firing rate vector r to occur that is associated
the delay periods were defined as continuous DDCs.with either goal choice. The probability P(r) for the firing rate vector
Statistical Testsr was not calculated because it was common for both goal choices.
All data are expressed as mean  SEM. Student’s t test and one-P(r|g) was calculated as the following assuming Gaussian distribu-
way ANOVA were used for statistical comparisons. A p value 0.05tion of unit activity data:
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